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Islam is a threat to the way people think, act andIslam is a threat to the way people think, act and
feelfeel

She also mentioned that Islamic propaganda is a constant battle in theShe also mentioned that Islamic propaganda is a constant battle in the
west. It’s not something that’s going to stop any time soon. The battlewest. It’s not something that’s going to stop any time soon. The battle
to squash Islam is ever rising because to squash Islam is ever rising because Islam is a threat to the wayIslam is a threat to the way
people think, act and feel. The ignorant perpetuate the problempeople think, act and feel. The ignorant perpetuate the problem
because thinking too hard about something is not easy for them. It’sbecause thinking too hard about something is not easy for them. It’s
much easier to just go with the flow.much easier to just go with the flow.

“If society tells us to like something, we like it, if society tells us to hate“If society tells us to like something, we like it, if society tells us to hate
something, we hate it. Ignorance is a dark and heavy door that issomething, we hate it. Ignorance is a dark and heavy door that is
difficult to open. I believe the best method or approach towards suchdifficult to open. I believe the best method or approach towards such
mentalities propagating against Islam is through actions rather thanmentalities propagating against Islam is through actions rather than
through words. Although you must learn when to walk away,through words. Although you must learn when to walk away,
sometimes the battle is not worth it, some doors will never open. Isometimes the battle is not worth it, some doors will never open. I
have found my best results are through a gentle dawah. If you sethave found my best results are through a gentle dawah. If you set
good examples, for the ignorant, you show kindness to all people,good examples, for the ignorant, you show kindness to all people,
smile, be patient and extend yourself even when it’s not comfortablesmile, be patient and extend yourself even when it’s not comfortable
for you, people will ask who you are and what you believe. for you, people will ask who you are and what you believe. It’s alwaysIt’s always
so heart-warming when someone with closed eyes begins toso heart-warming when someone with closed eyes begins to
finally open themfinally open them.”.”
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